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UJET: Reimaging Customer Support
for a Connected World

Modern customer service is more than the number of channels you 
offer. It’s about customer convenience and offering an identical 
consumer experience across every single communication channel.

Consumers are transitioning away from legacy customer service channels and 
prefer to use familiar channels that they use with family and friends. Mobile devices 
combine every communication channel allowing customers to choose the channel 
they're comfortable using. Instead of long wait times or confusing IVR queues, 
customer service has to offer an identical, omnichannel customer service experience.

Customer service organizations must offer a positive experience for the digital 
consumer whether that’s through a branded mobile app or mobile web experience. 
Communication channels must work the same way regardless of if it's through voice, 
text, chat, or a smartphone app. In-app messaging must function the same as 
website chat and offer the same functionality.

By offering an identical, omnichannel experience, agents can offer the same 
high-quality customer service to consumers. They benefit by having the same 
positive experience. Supervisors can use data to optimize the customer service 
experience and increase customer satisfaction.

What is Modern Customer Service?

Mobile devices, specifically smartphones, are the core digital device for consumers. 
Smartphones connect families and friends worldwide. Through messaging apps, 
social media networks, and community-based apps; consumers are always 
connected. With so much time spent on these devices, why do many brands still 
focus on voice, IVR, and email as the primary contact channels? 

Modern customer service reduces friction between the consumer and customer 
service. They shouldn’t waiste time looking for a customer service channel, it should 
be present and ready. Customer service doesn’t decide the channels to offer 
anymore, that is determined by the consumer.

“UJET shares our 

commitment to ensureing 

that support issues are 

being resolved with 

minimal touchpoints and 

in record time.”

 – Kevin Henrikson, Vice 

President of Engineering, 

Instacart

These premier brands trust 

UJET to power personalized, 

efficient customer support.



Omnichannel Customer Service through Mobile Devices

The UJET contact center platform supports voice, IVR, and messaging (SMS/MMS texting, website chat, and 
in-app chat.) The UJET Mobile SDK for Android and iOS enables these channels in your app, allowing 
consumers to stay in a branded experience. 

Use smartphone device features to share photos, videos, and screenshots. This allows consumers to send 
important visual context with agents. Reduce communication confusion by using text messaging while on a 
voice call to guarantee accurate customer information.

A Unified Platform with Deep CRM and WFM/QM Integrations

The UJET platform integrates with Salesforce, Zendesk, Microsoft Dynamics, and Kustomer CRMs. Improve 
contact center operations with Calabrio workforce engagement solution and Verint Monet workforce 
management and quality management solutions.

Simplfy agent tasks through integrations. Agents use a single browser tab to complete all tasks while collecting 
real-time data for reporting, customer satisfaction surveys, and more. Create customized reports in real-time 
and segment data into useful analytics.

Enhance the Customer Service Experience

The UJET Virtual Agent communicates with consumers to gather information and intent about issues and are 
intelligently routed to the best solution. Redirect if necessary, consumers can be connected directly to an agent. 
Repetitive questions and low-urgency issues to self-service solutions and enable agents to prioritize urgent and 
complex issues.

A Positive Consumer Experience

Consumers expect customer service to be available at their convenience. Agents need to be able to resolve 
issues efficiently and without being obstructed by old platforms and siloed tools. Supervisors and admins use 
actionable data to make real-time decisions to positively affect the customer service experience. 

Consumers experience high-quality customer service, regardless of their preferred channel. 

Create a Customer Service Experience Optimized for Every Channel

Build consumer satisfaction by offering an identical omnichannel customer service experience. 
Instead of focusing on specific channels optimize customer service so it is applied to each available 
channel.

Native, Branded Customer Service with the UJET Mobile SDK

Don't require consumers to use external apps for voice and messaging. Provide VoIP and chat in your 
app and always keep them engaged in the customer service process.

Simple and Unified Agent Interface

Stop using siloed tools and unify the agent experience with a cloud-native contact center platform.
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